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putting reports 
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in Singapore. We aim to be as clear and concise as possible with this info, but we can’t promise that 
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Foreword
We’re pleased to share with you this 2020 industry report for Singapore. This is the third Xero 

report on Singapore and the latest in our series of industry reports and pacesetter books. This 

report presents a close-up look at three important areas to help practices gain insight into the 

differences between leading practices and other firms, so that anyone reading this report can 

think through key decisions on the way to maximising their success in 2020 and beyond.

This report covers the:

• services opportunities for practices in Singapore across the full 

spectrum of compliance and advisory 

• applications used and being considered by pacesetting practices 

and different types of practice 

• insights from business development and marketing into sources  

of customers and service propositions

As you read through this report, we encourage you to think about your practice, compare how 

your firm matches up to other practices, and consider the implications for your firm’s 2020 and 

2021 priorities and investments. By seeing how other firms are doing compared to the same or 

different practice types, you can cross-check your plans, priorities and investments. And the 

information on the various applications is a fast way to build a list of apps for review and testing.

Since the very beginning of Xero, we’ve enjoyed helping accounting firms around the world 

achieve success on their own terms. We’re eager to help you move your practice forward,  

so please get in touch with your Xero account manager to learn how we can help you. They can 

also point you to more resources, as we couldn’t fit everything in here.

Please continue to share your questions and feedback with us as we plan for 2020 and beyond. 

You can reach me directly by email.

Doug LaBahn, Ph.D.  

doug.labahn@xero.com 

Executive General Manager 

Xero Partner Program
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Highlights
The results show that pacesetters are experiencing faster growth: 31.3% versus 9.4%. These practices 

are using more data automation, practice apps and reporting apps, and enjoying greater efficiency  

as measured by fewer hours to serve clients. Interestingly, the benefits of efficiency and automation  

are being shared with clients through lower prices ($4,725 versus $5,380).

Results across all firms
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Number of 
participants

Owner/Managing 
partner/Partner/CEO

Senior manager/
Team leader

Accountant or 
bookkeeper

Not 
disclosed Total

Sole practitioners 26 77% 19% 4% 0% 100%

Small firms 123 76% 10% 14% 0% 100%

Midsize firms 32 59% 22% 19% 0% 100%

Large firms 29 45% 28% 17% 10% 100%

Not disclosed 139 1% 0% 0% 99% 100%

All firms 349 42% 9% 8% 41% 100%

Table 1. Role and seniority of participants

Participant profiles
Definitions

TYPES OF FIRMS

For the purposes of this study, we defined:

• sole practitioners as having no employees other than the owner 

• small firms as having 2 to 9 employees including the owner

• midsize firms as having 10 to 19 employees including partners

• large firms as having 20 or more employees including partners

Where there were only a few responses, we’ve omitted the results from this report.

SMALL BUSINESSES/SMBS

When we talk about small businesses, we mean those with up to 100 employees.

Participants’ role in their firm

This table shows the role and seniority of the survey participants in their accounting firm. By and large, 

they hold senior positions. 
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Not disclosed

More than 95% on Xero

60–95% on Xero

20–59% on Xero

1–19% on Xero

No clients on Xero

14%
20%

24%

18%

7%

17%

Figure 1. Proportion of clients on Xero

Number of 

participants

Owner/Managing 

partner/Partner/CEO

Senior manager 

/ team leader

Accountant or 

bookkeeper

Not 

disclosed Total

Compliance 93 72% 12% 8% 8% 100%

Simple advisory 43 68% 14% 16% 2% 100%

Complex advisory 62 76% 11% 8% 5% 100%

Not disclosed 151 3% 5% 7% 85% 100%

All firms 349 43% 9% 8% 40% 100%

Table 2. Participants by practice type

Participants by practice type 

This table shows the number and role of survey participants, broken down by type of practice.

Proportion of clients on Xero

This figure shows the depth of firms’ relationship with Xero as measured by the percentage of their small 

business clients who are currently using Xero for their accounting. The participants represent a good 

cross section of accounting firms in Singapore at varying levels of experience with Xero including 18% 

who don’t have any clients on Xero. 
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Complex advisory revenues

Simple advisory revenues

Compliance revenues
$88,226,200

72.6%

12.5%

14.9%

$15,160,900

$18,134,400

Accounts receivable / control servicesPayroll services

Compliance work (eg. GST F5 
preparation, unaudited 
financial statements)

Bookkeeping

Tax preparation services

Corporate secretarial

Accounting

1.4%

25.1%

20.2%

16.5%

15.3%

6.4%

15.1%

Figure 3. Composition of compliance revenue 

Figure 2. Revenue mix of the participants in this study

Services opportunities
Revenue by service area

This chart shows the mix of service revenues across the three different groups based on the 298 

participants who provided their service line revenue details. Advisory services made up 27% of practice 

revenue in the last 12 months and compliance contributed 73%. If we extrapolate these numbers to the 

estimated 700 accounting and bookkeeping practices in Singapore, they suggest that the market for 

compliance and advisory services was over $430 million in 2019, with $55 million in repeatable advisory 

and $65 million in complex advisory.

Composition of compliance revenue

This chart shows the share of revenue earned by each of the main compliance services.
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For-fee implementations 
of accounting software

Startup mentoring, 
assistance with 
business development

Forecasting, budgeting, 
cash flow and business 
planning, etc.)

Tax advisory
46.6%

23.5%

14.3%

15.6%

Succession planning servicesBusiness performance benchmarking

Capital raising / assistance 
moving to better options

HR advisory services

Virtual or outsourced 
CFO services

Business app setup, 
configuration and support

Audit services

4.4%
5.8%

47.0%

15.8%

13.3%

7.0%

6.7%

Figure 4. Composition of repeatable advisory services revenue

Figure 5. Composition of complex advisory services revenue

Composition of repeatable advisory services revenue

This chart shows the share of each of the main routine advisory services. The largest share comes from 

providing tax advisory (46.6%) followed by cash-flow forecasting, budgeting and planning (23.5%), 

software implementation (15.6%), and startup mentoring (14.3%). These services are valued by a wide 

range of businesses, largely repeatable with limited customisation, and are a natural next step for 

accountants once their clients are using online accounting.

Composition of complex advisory services revenue

This chart shows the mix and range of complex advisory services. Audit services make up nearly half 

of the revenue (47%) followed by business app services, virtual CFO services, and other specialised 

services. These services are largely customised to particular clients and usually require close 

relationships with clients.
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The three accounting 

firm practice types
Compliance Complex advisory

Figure 6. The three accounting firm practice types

Repeatable advisory

Accounting-bookkeeping 
practice types
Based on our research and insights from leading industry experts, we’ve identified three types of 

practices. We classified each participant in this study as one of the types based on the services 

revenue they achieved in the last year. Each practice type has its own unique characteristics, 

strengths, and vulnerabilities. 

The clearest way to define the difference between compliance and advisory services is by observing 

that compliance services are required by authorities and look back in time, whereas advisory services 

are generally optional and look forward in time with projections based on a firm foundation of 

historical data about the client’s business performance. 

While advisory services are typically optional for clients, our research has found that they are the 

most in demand and offer the most direct path for advisors to help clients grow their business and,  

as a result, increase practice revenue and income. 

The compliance practice

Compliance practices focus on helping clients meet their compliance obligations on time, accurately, 

and efficiently. Firms choosing to be compliance practices appreciate being able to deliver a highly 

repeatable set of services that are firmly rooted in the laws and regulations set out by governing 

agencies. Specific services offered by these practices include accounting, bookkeeping, payroll,  

tax preparation, and accounts receivable management.

They achieve improved practice performance through gains in process efficiency, and by applying 

knowledge of compliance requirements to different types of small businesses.
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The repeatable advisory practice

The repeatable advisory practice has gained prominence in the last decade. Firms choosing to provide 

repeatable advisory services are leading users of technology who see that their clients need more than 

compliance. They need services like cash flow forecasting, budgeting, and planning at reasonable prices, 

which requires both automation and high-quality bookkeeping and accounting data. An important 

precondition is that clients have their core accounting information well organised and available online. 

As a result, these types of practices often require their clients to use their bookkeeping services or to 

have another very capable person maintain their accounts.

Repeatable advisory practices achieve improved practice performance by using modern accounting 

technology and offering services that establish regular, ongoing engagement between clients and 

accounting staff. Very often these firms pride themselves on offering superior client experiences easily, 

and efficiently using the latest technology.

The complex advisory practice

The complex advisory practice is common in larger, well-established firms and boutique practices 

that have earned a reputation for being exceptional at steering businesses through the intricacies of 

business transactions or complex multi-jurisdictional regulations. These practices appreciate and invest 

in experienced specialist advisors. Those advisors can be called on when needed by anyone within the 

broad client base when unusual or complex challenges arise. Specific services offered by these practices 

include audit services, HR advisory, succession planning, business performance benchmarking, capital 

raising, and business app or software selection, setup, training and maintenance.

They achieve improved practice performance by developing streamlined processes and a strong market 

reputation. This ensures a steady flow of complex, interesting and often related cases where clients 

value and rely on deep accounting and business knowledge. These practices know that finding, nurturing 

and retaining experts is the key to their success.

Transitioning from one type of practice to another

Based on our experience, firms with the compliance service model can easily evolve into repeatable 

advisory service practices if they’re willing to invest in learning about new technologies and educate 

staff on using them. In contrast, the switch to (or, more rarely, from) complex advisory practices is 

difficult due to the need to employ highly skilled employees capable of the intricate work that makes up 

complex advisory rather than team members who can do the more routine and automated work involved 

in compliance. However, making the change to complex advisory drives significant revenue growth, as 

complex advisory is a valued and in-demand service. While demand for compliance work remains strong 

in all markets, margins for compliance-only practices are lower since business owners most often view 

compliance as a necessary expense and view advice for growing their businesses as far more valuable 

and a higher priority.
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Figure 7. Average compliance and advisory service revenues in the last 12 months

Compliance and advisory service revenue

For the purposes of this report, we classified the participating accounting firms into the three practice 

types, based on their advisory revenue in the preceding 12 months. Figure 7 shows the average advisory 

revenue for each accounting firm business model. The criterion for qualifying as a complex advisory 

practice was the proportion of revenue coming in from complex advisory services revenue being above 

the average. And the criterion for being considered a repeatable advisory practice was the proportion  

of revenue coming in from repeatable advisory services revenue being above the average.
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Figure 8. Data automation app use and consideration

Forecasting, budgeting and reporting app usage

The use of apps to facilitate the creation and delivery of repeatable advisory services is a more recent 

development in Singapore and other markets. This is evident in the lower percentages of practices 

using forecasting, budgeting, or reporting apps compared to data automation apps. Again, repeatable 

advisory practices have the highest level of use. The results suggest we’ll see a significant rise in the 

adoption of forecasting, budgeting and reporting apps across all practice types in 2020.

Apps being used and 
considered by practice type
Two of the questions we are asked most often by accountants and bookkeepers are, ‘What apps should we 

be considering for our practice to use?’ and ‘What are other firms like us currently using?’ In this section, 

we report on what we found for the three common practice types. Further on, we reveal what pacesetting 

practices are doing compared to other practices and look at the specific apps in each category.

Data automation app usage

The use of technology and apps to fetch, collect and store documents and extract information 

automatically is a well-known approach for lowering the cost of providing compliance and advisory 

services. The chart below shows that repeatable advisory practices have the highest rates of using 

data automation apps followed by compliance practices, understandably since up-to-date information 

is fundamental to compliance and repeatable advisory services. The chart also shows that repeatable 

advisory firms are also the most active in considering new apps to achieve their goals.
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Figure 10. Practice app used and consideration
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Figure 9. Forecasting, budgeting and reporting app use and consideration

Practice management app use

Not surprisingly, accounts production, tax, and practice management apps are the most widely used and 

are most often being actively considered. The notable finding here is that even though widely used, more 

practices are considering new or replacement practice apps than any other type of app we investigated. This 

suggests that as many as 50% of all practices are likely to start using new practice applications in 2020.
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Figure 11. Average firm revenue growth in the last 12 months

Performance metrics by 
practice type
Firm revenue growth

Repeatable advisor and compliance practices report the highest rate of revenue growth, though all three 

practice types show strong growth. This reflects the strong favourable market conditions in Singapore 

and suggests that the firms participating in this study are above average performers. It’s encouraging  

to see that accounting firms can achieve strong growth whichever practice type they choose.
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Figure 13. Average annual revenue contribution per employee

Figure 12. Average annual revenue per small business client

Revenue contribution per employee

These findings show that revenue per employee increases dramatically as firms offer advisory services 

in addition to compliance. The greater use of data automation, forecasting/budgeting and practice apps 

appears to be rewarded with significantly higher revenue per employee and a reduction in the effort 

required to serve clients.

Revenue per small business client

The results show similar revenue for compliance and repeatable advisory, with a jump up for firms 

providing complex advisory services. The finding that repeatable advisory isn’t generating more revenue 

than compliance wasn’t expected, given the incremental value clients receive. But as we’ll see in figure 14, 

repeatable advisory service firms are significantly more efficient and may be using their efficiency advantage 

to offer more client value for similar prices to boost new client numbers, revenue growth and profit.
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Figure 14. Average number of hours (cost) to serve one small business client 

Number of hours (cost) to serve clients 

This metric was proposed by accountants who read our previous reports. It’s compelling because it 

captures the total cost to serve clients inclusive of all ordinary administrative time spent on tasks like 

chasing clients for information, scheduling appointments, filing documents, printing/folding/mailing 

invoices to clients, as well as billable hours.

To see how your practice compares on the total hours per client, simply 
multiply your number of employees by the number of working hours per year 

and divide by the total number of businesses your practice served.

The average number of hours that firms spend (and therefore the effort and expense) is highest among 

compliance practices, slightly lower for complex advisory, and much lower for repeatable advisory 

services. This is consistent with great use by repeatable advisory firms of technology, apps and 

automation. It’s also consistent with the common practice of advisory practices choosing not to take on 

new clients who require many hours of manual work, and often insisting that new clients switch to online 

accounting as part of being taken on as a client. We’ll see this later on in figure 26.
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Figure 15. Average regretted high-value client departures in the last 12 months
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Figure 16. Employee compensation increases

Regretted departures of high-value clients

Firms with business models featuring compliance and repeatable advisory services are using apps 

to drive practice efficiency, as noted above. It would be easy to assume that the increasing use of 

technology might cause clients to feel less personal connection and inclined to switch advisors. 

However, as shown in figure 15, these firms are doing better at retaining high-value clients than complex 

advisory firms. This is a valuable reminder that it’s not the use or absence or technology that matters  

to clients; rather, it’s the value the client receives that leads to satisfaction and loyalty to their advisor.

Employee compensation increases

Consistent with the increasing premium placed on accountants’ experience and specialist skills, there’s a 

significant difference in the increase in employee compensation between compliance practices and those 

offering complex advisory services. This suggests that firms are rewarding accounting staff who build up their 

advisory, business and application capabilities. It may also be that the demand for specialist advisory skills is 

high, and staff compensation is being driven upward as firms compete to attract and retain skilled accountants.
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Figure 17. Average regretted high-value employee departures

Regretted departure of high value employees

In response to requests from Xero partners, we’ve started looking at the ability of accounting firms to 

retain their most valuable staff. This year we found very little difference across practice types, unlike 

last year where repeatable advisory firm had the highest rates of regretted employee departure.
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All respondents Pacesetting firms*

Year the 

firm was 

formed

Total 

no. of 

business 

clients

New 

clients 

in the 

last 12 

months

Firm 

revenue, 

last 12 

months

No. of 

employees

Total 

no. of 

business 

clients

New 

clients 

in the 

last 12 

months

Firm 

revenue in 

the last 12 

months

No. of 

employees

2018 19 13.5 $276,000 4.3 30 25.0 $294,000 2.0

2017 84 28 $458,000 13.8 86 55.7 $976,000 17.7

2016 24 7.5 $216,000 3.7 35 9.7 $418,000 5.7

2015 85 24.7 $520,000 6.9 130 37.7 $666,000 7.0

2014 85 15 $498,000 6.6 140 35.0 $517,000 8.3

2013 226 22 $898,000 14.2 55 11.0 $797,000 3.0

2010-2012 132 24.9 $1,151,000 9.4 121 22.2 $1,762,000 7.8

2000-2009 271 25.8 $1,498,000 14.3 780 87.0 $2,055,000 23.0

Before 2000 255 25.9 $2,455,000 23.4 622 57.0 $2,493,000 31.5

Average 142 21.5 $1,051,000 11.6 273 41.4 $1,274,000 12.8

* Top 15% of firms with high growth and revenue relative to firms of the same business age.

Table 3. Growth in firm size and revenue over time and compared with pacesetting firms

Metrics for pacesetting 
practices
As in all human endeavours, we find that accounting and bookkeeping firms want to learn from other 

practices and are particularly interested in what the highest performing firms are doing. For these reasons, 

we’ve identified the fastest growing firms and share a number of comparisons below.

Growth in size and revenue over time

In this table, the figure for the pacesetters (the top 15%) for each age-of-firm group are shown for comparison 

with all firms in the survey. These figures can help you benchmark your performance and set revenue, staff, 

and client goals for 2020 and 2021 by knowing what the top and average practices have achieved. 
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Figure 18. New small business clients in last 12 months compared to pacesetting firms

Figure 19. Regretted high-value client departures compared to pacesetting firms

New clients by practice type

This figure shows the average number of new small business clients for different types of practices  

as compared with their pacesetter peers. Pacesetting compliance and repeatable advisory firms took  

on many more new clients while complex advisory firms took on fewer.

Regretted loss of high-value clients

The graph shows the average number of regretted high-value client departures for different types of 

practices as compared with their pacesetter peers. Across all types of practices, pacesetting firms have 

the advantage of losing far fewer high-value clients.
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Figure 20. Average hours (cost) to serve one client compared to pacesetting firms
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Figure 21. Clients using online accounting compared to pacesetting firms

Hours spent to serve one client

Figure 20 shows the hours (and therefore the cost) that firms spend, on average, to serve each 

small business client for the three practice types, and compares the hours with those spent by their 

pacesetter peers. For pacesetting firms, the large efficiency advantages are evident in compliance  

and repeatable advisory practices, with little difference for complex advisory practices.

Clients using online accounting

Pacesetters are using online accounting to a greater degree across all practice types.
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Figure 22. Clients using Xero compared to pacesetting firms
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Clients using Xero

The use of online accounting by clients has been a significant contributor to practice efficiencies as 

shown in our previous industry reports. In this study, we found that clients of complex advisory practices 

lead the way in the use of Xero followed by similar rates for compliance practices.
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Figure 23. Practice management app usage compared to pacesetting firms

App use by pacesetting 
practices
Accounting and bookkeeping firms often ask us what the best apps for practices are and what apps are 

most often used by pacesetting practices. While we can’t specify what apps your firm could or should  

be using without doing a proper analysis of your business needs, we can tell you which apps are currently 

the most popular with pacesetting and other practices in Singapore. 

Practice management apps

The figure below shows the practice management apps currently being used by pacesetting and other 

practices that we surveyed. It’s worth noting that Xero Practice Manager and Xero WorkflowMax are 

two differently branded versions of the same Xero software and Xero partners tend to use both names 

interchangeably. In this case, Xero Practice Manager is the more widely known Xero product. The use 

of practice apps is quite similar across the group with pacesetters favouring only CCH iFirm, Xero 

Workpapers and Tessaract.
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Figure 25. Forecasting, budgeting and reporting usage compared to pacesetting firms

Figure 24. Data automation app usage compared to pacesetting firms 

Data automation apps

The use of data automation apps by pacesetting firms is dramatically higher across all four data 

automation apps showing that pacesetters are the fastest to find, test and adopt technologies that 

deliver significant benefits.

Forecasting, budgeting and reporting apps

The results here suggest that firms are in the early stages of learning and using apps for forecasting, 

budgeting and reporting. Interestingly, pacesetting firms lead other firms in using these types of apps 

and many favour Spotlight Reporting.
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Figure 26. Approach to helping clients with accounting software decisions
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Pacesetter behaviour in areas 
of interest
We often receive suggestions for additional topics to cover in our industry reports. We really appreciate 

the feedback and have added the following topics this year at the request of our readers.

Should accountants be explicit with clients about which accounting 
software to use?

To see whether pacesetting practices are doing things differently to average practices, we asked each 

practice to report on their approach to helping clients decide on accounting software. Figure 26 shows 

that pacesetting firms are much more assertive in making recommendations to clients and far less 

likely to simply accept the client’s preference as a final decision. We’ve learned from conversations with 

accountants and bookkeepers that these upfront and hard conversations lead to superior outcomes for 

clients and the practice. In addition, it enables the practice to push toward higher client use of online 

accounting and of Xero (see figures 21 and 22). We were surprised how markedly different pacesetters 

are and how seemingly easy it would be for others to replicate their approach.
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Figure 27. Approach to helping clients with bank decisions

Should accounting staff engage frequently with clients?

In our pacesetter research, we noticed a considerable difference in the way pacesetters organise their 

staff, push their teams to be more proactive, and engage with clients – including foregoing manager 

supervision of communications. 

We added a question to investigate how many times during a typical business day staff members 

engage with clients via text, WeChat/WhatsApp, Instant Messaging, and so on. These messaging apps 

are increasingly the way Singapore business owners and their teams prefer to communicate. Figure 

28 compares pacesetter and average firms. Overall, the results show more staff member engagement 

with clients by pacesetter firms. We can assume that the higher levels of engagement lead to better 

client relations and experiences and subsequent benefits for practices. While average firms might want 

to replicate these staff behaviours, historical ways of working are likely to continue unaltered unless 

practice leaders make it clear that client engagement rules have changed and are willing to accept the 

risk of non-supervisor reviewed communications. We have a strong sense that unless staff behaviours 

change, other firms will be unable to release the many advantages that pacesetters enjoy.

Should accountants be explicit with clients about which bank to use?

The connection from banks to accounting software is particularly important to achieving high-quality 

information for clients with minimal effort. Banks vary considerably in how easy it is to access bank 

transactions and most partners know which banks provide the best experience for their clients. The 

question we were asked is whether accountants and bookkeepers are pushing their clients to open 

accounts with certain banks or to switch banks to access better banking services. Figure 27 reveals that 

pacesetting firms are far more assertive and proactive in directing clients to better banking services. 

In sharp contrast, average practices simply accept their client’s historical choices most of the time. It 

appears that the pacesetters’ assertive approach is contributing to the significant efficiency advantages 

pacesetters hold over average firms (figure 20), and we’ll study this further in future industry reports.
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Figure 28. Level of client engagement by practice team members

Figure 29. Firms’ most important objective for the year ahead

Priorities for the year ahead

We believe that looking at pacesetters’ current approach and the apps they use tell only part of the 

story. The rest can be learned by hearing what pacesetting firms are planning to do next. Figure 29 

reveals that pacesetting firms are far more focused on growing revenue (69.7% vs 56.7%) and investing 

in the development of their team members (12.1% vs 9.2%) than average practices. In contrast, average 

practices are more inclined to have practice efficiency, client retention, or keeping going as their most 

important practice objective. Taken together, average firms make internal priorities (eg, practice 

efficiency) as their focus whereas pacesetters make people – investing in staff and engaging new  

clients – their top priority.
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Figure 30. Investment plans to increase advisory services compared to pacesetting firms

Investment plans to increase advisory services

We wanted to know if firms are increasing their investment of time and resources in advisory services 

and if they would appreciate assistance from Xero. It’s little surprise that pacesetting firms are both 

investing in and more confident about offering advisory services (42.9% vs 24.1%). And both pacesetters 

and average firms are investing and eager to gain support from Xero at near equal rate (57.1% and 

61.1%). These findings reveal that average firms are hesitating to invest and are more content with their 

investments than pacesetters. We encourage these firms to review what pacesetting firms are achieving 

and consider making changes before they fall further behind.
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Figure 31. Sources of new clients

Business development: service 
propositions and marketing
Sources of new clients

Figure 31 shows the sources of new clients for accounting firms this year. The largest source of new 

clients is new business startups, followed by businesses who used to do their own accounting.  

This reflects the reality that business owners are often surprised by the range of compliance rules  

and regulations required of them, and come to realise the value of getting experts in compliance  

to do the work more efficiently and effectively. 

The 269 firms that shared their new client information gained 5,700 new clients. If we extrapolate 

their results to the market, the approximate total new clients in the last 12 months is 15,000, of which 

around 3,500 switched firms. We’ll see later on in table 5 that an average client has a net present value 

of approximately $29,000 which means just over $100 million of net present value left firms in the last 

12 months as clients moved to other practices. We think this is an important reminder to practices 

to collect and take action on client feedback before it’s too late and clients commit to working with 

someone else.
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Figure 32. Sources of firm revenue by location of their clients

Practice revenue by client locations

Accountants and bookkeepers in Singapore are very well-positioned to serve clients in other countries and 

regions. Figure 32 reports on the percentage of practice revenue that comes from clients in each of the 

surrounding areas. Eighty percent of the revenue comes from Singapore and 20% from international clients.
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Practice service proposition Descriptions

One-stop service centre
Our firm provides a full set of services that cover virtually every 

business need.

Fast and effective service centre
Our firm provides great value and service to businesses that want 

to get the job done quickly and economically.

Shared community, talent and virtual team

Our firm provides service as if we are members of their team with 

all the experience and benefits, and without the high costs and 

effort, of hiring full time employees.

Tech-loving accountants
Our firm is filled with qualified accountants who are also tech 

geeks or front-runners.

Business mentor/counsellor

Our firm provides the wise, experienced advice and counselling 

that helps businesses navigate the best path forward for their 

business, now and into the future.

Specialised services
Our firm provides the highest level of expertise in a select number 

of important areas. We deliver exceptional service in a few areas.

Table 4. Practice service propositions

Overall service propositions
Service propositions

We asked participants to select the service proposition that best describes their service offerings  

to small businesses.

Billing options
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Best fit for the practice

Number of 

new clients, 

last 12 

months

Share of 

total new 

clients, last 

12 months

Annual 

revenue per 

client

Regretted 

loss of 

high value 

clients

Implied 

client 

retention 

(years)

NPV of one 

client at 6.5% 

discount 

rate and 50% 

gross margins

One-stop service centre 2,270 40% $5,100 6.2% 16 $25,000

Fast and effective 

service centre
1,260 22% $6,400 6.1% 16 $31,000

Shared community, 

talent and virtual team
700 12% $6,200 6.7% 15 $29,000

Tech-loving accountants 560 10% $7,100 9.1% 11 $27,000

Business mentor/

counsellor
560 10% $6,600 4.6% 22 $38,000

Specialised services 350 6% $6,000 6.7% 15 $28,000

All propositions 5,700 100% $5,900 6.3% 16 $29,000

Table 5. Client metrics by service proposition

Client responses to the service propositions

Our partners often ask us what small businesses are seeking in an advisor when they search for an 

accountant or bookkeeper. This table shows that the most popular proposition to clients was the one-

stop service centre with 40% of businesses selecting this proposition during the last 12 months. On 

average, they were charged the lowest rate of $5,100. Practices that offer this approach have a regretted 

client loss near the overall average, and we estimate the net present value of each new client is roughly 

$25,000 assuming 50% gross margin and using the average discount rate in Singapore of 6.5%.
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Best fit for the practice

Number of 

firms

Percent of 

firms

Revenue 

growth in last 

12 months

Percent of staff 

compensation 

increase

Percent of 

regretted staff 

departure

One-stop service centre 101 42% 7% 3.3% 15.0%

Fast and effective service 

centre
35 15% 9% 4.0% 12.3%

Shared community, talent 

and virtual team
31 13% 15% 2.3% 12.6%

Tech-loving accountants 19 8% 11% 3.0% 7.0%

Business mentor/counsellor 29 12% 8% 3.6% 14.6%

Specialised services 25 10% 12% 3.1% 10.5%

Average 240 100% 9% 3.3% 13.1%

Table 6. Practice revenue growth and employee metrics by service proposition

Results for practices using different service propositions

For firms that prefer a differentiated proposition, practices offering the shared community and virtual 

team propositions are fast growing at 15%. Not far behind them are tech-loving accountants. Practices 

offering this proposition have strong growth (11%) and the best staff retention results with only 7% 

regretted staff departures.
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Figure 34. Marketing investment by type of practice

Figure 33. Marketing investment by pacesetter and other firms

Marketing investment by size of firm

As noted above, pacesetting firms stand out from other firms in a number of important ways. We were 

curious about their level of marketing investment and found that the largest pacesetters invest much 

more than other practices.

Marketing investment by type of practice

The other way to compare marketing investment by pacesetters is by type of practice. We found that 

compliance pacesetters are investing significantly more in marketing and business development that 

other practices. This is consistent with acquiring lots of new clients (figure 18) and using technology  

to deliver the compliance services far more efficiently than competitors (figure 20).
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How Xero can help 
Once you’ve decided that Xero is the way forward for your practice, a Xero account manager is 

the perfect person to help you get going. It’s the job of the Xero account managers and partner 

consultants to help you with every aspect of the transition to Xero, and be there for you every  

step of the way. If you’re not already a Xero partner, sign up to the Xero partner program at  

xero.com/partners or get in touch by emailing partnerteam@xero.com 

Once you’ve become a Xero partner, getting yourself and your team certified is key to ensuring your 

practice understands Xero and how it can help your clients. Our most successful partners are the 

ones whose team is certified and where everyone is well prepared to provide excellent service to their 

clients. Many practices adopt a model where staff can dedicate a percentage of their work hours (say 

three, five, or eight hours a month) for getting certified on Xero and learning the business apps that 

clients value most. This quickly becomes productive, as certified staff are much more effective when 

helping clients or working on Xero-related tasks in the business. 

We understand that making a significant change within your practice isn’t easy, which is why we offer 

online courses at Xero Central on migrating to Xero. Becoming a migration specialist is perfect for 

the person at your practice responsible for migrating your practice to Xero, and Xero Central learning 

is filled with guidance, resources and tools to support the switch. Of course, you need to keep your 

books current when you’re changing software, and we have several good options to help you.

We’ve also documented the successes of practices moving from analogue to digital and successfully 

adding advisory services. These books are available on Amazon in both Kindle and in printed formats.

• The Pacesetters: The British accountancy firms reshaping their industry.  

The story of how the UK’s top accounting practices used cloud accounting software  

to become more efficient, find more time, help more clients, and make more money – 

and how you can do it too.

• The Pacesetters: Advisory – The best practice guide for accountancy firms.  

The story of how accounting and bookkeeping firms are growing from compliance to 

advisory by meeting the needs of their customers and employees – and how you can do 

it too by applying the ideas and successful methods of leading practice to your own firm.

Talk to a Xero account manager today about your plans for 2020 and 2021

We want to help you find the way forward for your firm in the coming years. For everything from 

getting started in the cloud to developing cutting-edge advisory services, Xero account managers 

and practice consultants are standing by, ready to help you create a business plan for moving your 

practice forward in 2020 and beyond.
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